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This book contains 7 parts varying from 1 to 19 chapters in
length and totaling 31 chapters. The 6 basic-science chapters cover
cancer biology, radiopharmaceuticals, instrumentation, and radio-
biology. The clinical chapters cover 18 different cancer types, in
addition to including a chapter on pediatric cancers. The latter part
of the book is dedicated to radionuclide therapy, guided surgery,
the roles of cardiac imaging in cancer care, and adverse-effect
monitoring. The last chapter is an illustration of nuclear oncology
by case histories and images.

The first 6 chapters are a succinct review of scientific founda-
tions written by leading scientists in nuclear medicine. These
chapters are up to date, starting with the hallmarks of cancer,
which are necessary for an understanding of nuclear oncology.
The clinical chapters are written by expert clinicians and include
reviews of epidemiology, tumor classification, imaging, and mon-
itoring of specific tumors. As stated in the title of the book, the
emphasis is on clinical applications and the practice of the art.
The radionuclide-therapy chapters deal with 131I-metaiodobenzyl-
guanidine and bone metastasis targeting. Surprisingly, thyroid

cancer therapy is included only in the thyroid cancer chapters,
and recent controversies and treatment guidelines are not dis-
cussed in detail. The radionuclide-guided surgery chapter on lym-
phoscintigraphy and parathyroid imaging is aptly written on the
current state of the art. This book ends with 21 interesting case
studies illustrated by hybrid imaging, mostly with PET/CT, and in
one case (case 4) with SPECT/CT. Although the separation of
parts and chapters is unusual, with 4 parts (IV, V, VI, and VII)
having only a single chapter each, this arrangement does not
adversely affect the good flow of information from one part to
the next.

In summary, this well-written treatise on nuclear oncology will
help nuclear physicians and radiologists who practice nuclear
oncology to gain an in-depth understanding of how far this
discipline has evolved. The book will also enable scientists who
are involved in nuclear oncology research or clinical research to
grasp the breadth of the discipline.
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